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NEW QUESTION: 1
The [email&#160;protected] version 8.3 release supports a
GUI-based moderation capability from an XT endpoint or UC
client such as the Flare Experience and Avaya Communicator.
Which of the following cannot be done through this GUI-based
moderation feature?
A. mute/unmute
B. view participant list
C. start/stop recording
D. upload a presentation or content
E. promote/demote participants
Answer: D
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The dailyrun.sh shell script run by the user hr on a daily
basis suddenly returns an error.
You investigate this by running the commands manually as user
hr and discovered that this line of shell cod is responsible:
1s -als &gt; /home/prodrun/files.1st
Bash: files.1st:cannot overwrite existing file
What is the cause of this error?
A. The dailyrun.sh shell script has the setuid bit turned off.
B. The hr user has no write permissions on the
/home/prodrun/files.1st file.
C. The hr user environment has set on the noclobber option.
D. The hr user has no write permissions on the /home/prodrun
directory.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
Your organization uses Microsoft PPM for tracking projects.
For one specific cross-functional project, different managers
are responsible for different phases. These managers must be
able to receive the task status updates for the project tasks
that they are responsible for.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
Hot Area:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/Status-Manager-task-fi
eld-4bc59e8b-fa20-415f-acd0393b8572e6c4
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